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Details of Visit:

Author: Respect
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 19 Dec 2013 18:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 280
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.asianoptions.co.uk
Phone: 07516118440
Phone: 07780803807

The Premises:

Decent flat in a low multi-storey building in Notting Hill. Easy to find, discreet entrance, small
bedroom, shower with some water problems but worked after a few tries to get it warm.

The Lady:

Sabrina: Nice looking, slim but feminine Asian girl with 34B, almost C bust size. Very nice and soft
enhanced tits, nice round ass. Age is given as 22 but probably late 20s. Photos on website are
slightly touched up but won't disappoint you.
Lilly: Young Asian girl with very small tits and boyish figure. Age given as 25 which is not far off.
Charismatic smile. Photos on website are slightly touched up but won't disappoint you.

The Story:

I had contatced Ben after a few very good prior experiences. See my other FRs. What I wanted was
a duo for DFK, A-levels, rimming and lesbian action. Ben recommended Sabrina and Lilly but told
me after consulting them that they would not be doing lesbian. I was ok with that as the other
services were more important for to me for this visit.
I got there on time and was greeted in a friendly manner. Girls dressed sexy but nothing very
special. Typical Asian giggling and a warm welcome kiss from both. I showered and joined them in
the small bedroom.
Great DFK by Lilly. Sabrina was holding back. She did not really open her mouth fully for tongue
action. After a while that improved a bit although I had a better time sucking her very nice tits. Lilly
gave me great OWO. They then produced a dildo and shoved it up my ass. Nice action with dildo
and OWO to follow from both. I went back to playing with Sabrina's tits and some (still half-hearted)
kissing. Lilly working my ass with her fingers and dildo and sucking my cock. I asked for rimming
which she ignored. I then switched the girls around. DFK with Lilly and Sabrina sucking me. Lily was
totally into DFK and all over me. Great. Sabrina doing nice things down below (OWO and fingering)
but when I requested rimming, she did not do it either. I did not insist as I did not want to destroy the
atmosphere but it was a bit disappointing that both ignored my requests even though it had been
clearly stated when booking. We then switched positions around a few times and I was ready for A-
action but not the girls. At that point I could have possibly just grabbed one of them and gone ahead
but it would have felt forced. I then thought that best climax would be DFK with Lilly with Sabrina
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sucking me off and fingering my ass. We did that. It was great.
So, while I got a great orgasm out of this visit and nice duo OWO action and ass fingering, I got
neither rimming nor A-levels. That was despite my clear request and really disappointing.
I liked Lilly for DFK (Sabrina less so), Sabrina for tit sucking (Lilly less) and both for OWO. A pity no
A-levels or rimming was given despite my requests. They work together nicely but are not into
lesbian action (as Ben had warned me in advance, so ok for me).
My recommendation depends on what you want: recommended for duo girl action with DFK (esp
Lilly) and OWO (both), not recommended for the rest.
I'll still use Asian Options for another go at duo A-level and rimming action. But Ben needs to
understand that his clients expect the girls to fulfill the booking arrangements.
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